The social and environmental effects of the Covid-19 crisis
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Executive summary
Covid-19 has changed our lives in ways we could never have imagined.

We remembered who and what really mattered.

It revealed the best - and worst - of us. Some hoarded; others shared.
Community action brought us together; different opinions and
experiences divided us. The crisis exposed cruel inequalities and
pushed people to new levels of vulnerability. Most of us sank into the
natural world for our wellbeing. Aircraft were grounded, cars stayed at
home: our air cleared and we clapped for those who should always
have been recognised as the heart of our society.

“

The last few months have laid
bare the reality that, even
before the pandemic hit, far
too many people were living
on the edge.
Jamie Dimon
JP Morgan chief executive

“

Working habits were transformed overnight. Relationships changed
beyond recognition. Children learned in bedrooms and at kitchen
tables. New habits became embedded in our daily routines. New
words - social distancing, furlough, self-isolating - rocketed into our
vocabulary. We learned with live with less, spend less, waste less; to
slow down, to take joy in the small things.

Executive summary
So, what have we learnt, as a society, that can help us rebuild a postpandemic world? Has the glimpse into environmental recovery during
the lockdowns shown us a new vision? Can we capitalise on this
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity or will we sink back into polluting old
habits to boost our economies? And will we take our growing
awareness of our society’s inequalities to recreate a fairer, more
inclusive society, built for all?
And what does all of this mean for sustainable business, in a year
when companies’ actions have been under the spotlight like never
before? Businesses, large and small, have stepped up to help the
most vulnerable in our communities during the crisis…Have we all
woken up to the importance of purpose-driven companies?
This report will examine in more detail the social and environmental
effects of the pandemic and consider the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead of us all.

“We have a unique but rapidly
shrinking window of opportunity to
learn lessons and reset ourselves
on a more sustainable path.”
HRH Prince of Wales

02) Environmental effects

A much-needed spotlight has been thrown on humans’ troubling relationship to wildlife, with many
scientists believing that the degradation of the natural world and exploitation of other species led to the
Covid-19 pandemic - and could see us experience many more in the future.
Some environmentalists warned that Covid-19 could lead to stalling momentum on climate change action
as the Government grappled with the pressing realities of the pandemic, with David Attenborough
expressing fears that the Covid-19 posed a ‘threat to the environment’. Commentators asked if we could
tackle Climate Change and Covid-19 and if the short-term gains could lead to a worse long-term outcome.
Impacts on the environment sit on either side of delicate weighing scales. Emissions fell, but have largely
rebounded. We’ve reconnected with nature, but there’s been a dramatic increase in pollution and singleuse plastic. Yet even if the environmental gains have not been enough to set us on the path for a greener
future, perhaps this ‘inadvertent experiment’ gave us a ‘glimpse of a post fossil fuel world’.
There is huge potential to create a greener world. But a green recovery needs to demonstrate that it is
sustainable and fair for all, with deep-seated structural and systemic changes required, above and beyond
the short-term behavioural change that the pandemic has brought about.

Emissions fell sharply at the start of the pandemic
Hope emerged that the lockdown might lead to long-term action on climate
change, and that changes in our daily habits might help us all envision a
greener way of living. There were some initial promising signs, with population
confinement measures, such as lockdowns and restrictions on movement and
travel, leading to global falls in emissions.
• An analysis carried out for the climate website Carbon Brief suggested there
had been a 25% drop in energy use and emissions in China over a two week
period. This was thought likely to lead to an overall fall of about 1% in China's
carbon emissions in 2020.
• A study by the University of East Anglia found that, by mid-May, the global
emissions drop reached 17%.
• NASA analysis of 5,756 sites in 46 countries found that nitrogen dioxide
dropped by an average of 20% between February and June 2020.

17%
emissions drop

Pollution fell: our air cleared
• As millions of cars were taken off the road, pollution
levels dropped substantially and air quality improved
(see right for map of pollution levels in China).

• The Himalayas could be seen from India for the first
time in 30 years due to drops in pollution.
• Air pollution halved in London, Rome, and Milan, and
dropped by 30% in Paris due to the reduction in road
traffic. New York researchers also recorded falls of
nearly 50%.
• Big cities experienced clear air all around the world:
Delhi had the freshest air it had had in decades.
• In the UK, 2m people with respiratory conditions
experienced reduced symptoms.

But as restrictions eased, emissions rebounded
• However, after initial drops, emissions inevitably started to rebound, and the
continuing public health crisis saw many people avoiding public transport and using
their cars even more, for health and safety reasons.

UK carbon emissions fell by

• The World Meteorological Organization says the pandemic had had little impact on
the continued rise in atmospheric concentrations of CO2. Overall, UK emissions
dropped by 10% in 2020; global emissions were estimated to shrink by around 7%;
and the UN Environment Programme predicted the pandemic would only impact
global temperatures by 0.01 by 2050.

during 2020

• Air pollution levels in China were back to pre-Covid levels by June. Nitrogen dioxide
levels in the UK crept back to normal in the summer as air pollution rebounded. The
International Energy Agency reported a steady emissions climb over the second half
of 2020 and December global CO2 emissions rose slightly versus 2019.
• Some countries started putting money into fossil fuel industries to fight the Covid
recession, with analysis suggesting ‘green recoveries’ were often not backed up by
the necessary investment levels.

10.3%

Wildlife – emboldened - emerged from the shadows
Making the most of lockdown peace, wildlife filled the spaces human activity left empty:
• Goats took over empty streets in Llandudno in Wales.
• There were multiple sightings of moles foraging above ground.

• Oystercatchers nested on deserted beaches in Norfolk.
• With absent tourists and no motorised traffic on the canals, Venice waters cleared and residents were able to
spot fish and witness cormorants returning.
• The National Trust reported that rare wildlife were thriving in lockdown, including orca, cuckoos and peregrine
falcons (as well as a buzzard making its home in the orangery in Norfolk).

We reconnected with nature and sustainable living

• In April, it was noted that search interest on Google in ‘How to live a
sustainable lifestyle’ increased by more than 4,550% in the previous 90 days,
and demand for bikes grew at an unprecedented level.
• There was a reduction in food waste as some items became harder to get
hold of: people cooked more from scratch, planned meals more carefully and
one in six said they were paying less attention to ‘use by’ dates. Interest in
growing your own vegetables surged as many moved towards a more selfsufficient lifestyle.
• Fast fashion started falling out of favour, with Gucci dropping the concept of
seasons and saying that fashion should last longer, and The British Fashion
Council and the Council of Fashion Designers of America releasing a joint
statement appealing for the fashion industry to slow down.

“

Our relationship with the
natural world is
changing…The outdoors,
once something glimpsed
from a train window, has
become somewhere to
relieve the anxiety and
sometimes let out the grief.
Gaby Hinsliff
The Guardian

“

• Many of us realised just how much we needed the natural world for our
wellbeing, although not everyone could access it equally: it’s estimated
around 13% of UK households don’t have access to a garden and 2.6m people
don’t live within a 10-minute walk of green space or park.

But single-use plastic rocketed back into our lives
• The huge progress that had been made on reducing our reliance on single-use
plastic in recent years has been lost or stalled, due to the multiple hygiene
precautions required to keep us all safe during the pandemic. In June 2020, 119
scientists from 18 countries published an open letter insisting that reusable
containers are safe if basic safety measures are followed.

• Recycling, particularly in the early days of the crisis, was thought unsafe.
Supermarkets stopped accepting plastic bags back, cafes no longer allowed
reusable coffee cups, and many recycling collections stopped. Still now, many
establishments are still only offering single-use cups and crockery, leading to a
dramatic increase in disposable plastic.
• Covid waste – mainly masks and gloves - have become common occurrences on
pavements and beaches (in 1 day, 11 tonnes of litter was collected from Brighton
beach during the summer). Inevitably, this plastic has also made its way into the
ocean. Because disposable masks often contain polypropylene, they have a
lifespan of 450 years.

Face masks and gloves
have been found on

30%

of UK beaches

03) Social effects

Existing, entrenched inequalities in our society were laid bare by the pandemic, with the vulnerable hit
hardest. With extensive job losses and growing poverty, Chancellor Rishi Sunak has warned that coronavirus
will leave “long-term scarring” on the UK economy. A growing mental health crisis is also taking its toll as
people struggle with loneliness, isolation, and loss.
Yet, despite the challenges we have all faced, incredible compassion and community mobilisation have also
shone through at a local and national level. Millions of people wanted to play their part in the national
struggle to combat the virus and protect vulnerable people and our treasured NHS.
Business played its part, with intense public interest in how companies were protecting their employees and
meeting the needs of the communities where they operated. Nevertheless, best efforts could not smooth
over the systemic shortfalls and social and economic inequalities.
But as lockdowns ease, concerns have been raised that community cohesion may crumble as new
resentments and divisions open up. The question is: could this crisis provide the opportunity to make deep
interventions to address some of society’s social inequalities now that we are more aware of the fragility of
daily life for so many? JP Morgan chief executive Jamie Dimon has called for the Covid-19 crisis to act as a
“wake-up call” to build a fairer society, “especially for those who have been left behind for too long”.

Volunteers mobilised and communities came together
• Communities were first responders to the crisis, with activists and volunteers
mobilising organically through ‘good neighbour’ schemes to support the
vulnerable. Acts of kindness abounded, neighbours connected, a sense of
collective purpose prevailed.
• Polling by ICM for the Together campaign – a coalition of community groups
– found that the country felt more connected than it did before the crisis.
• Some 750,000 people signed up to the government-led NHS volunteer
scheme alone, with over 10 million people volunteering their time for the
collective effort to combat the virus. A further 250,000 people volunteered
to take part in Covid-19 vaccine trials.
• Public Health England published a report (June 2020) on the ‘community
response to coronavirus’, with over 2000 mutual aid groups established
during the pandemic. Weekly research from the Office of National Statistics
(ONS) found a steady increase in community spirit, with 3 in 4 adults saying
they thought people were doing more to help others since the pandemic.

But social inequalities and vulnerabilities were exposed
• The crisis triggered the largest fall in economic output in 300 years and
highlighted the insecurity of work, with over 200,000 jobs lost. Figures
suggested 819,000 fewer workers on UK company payrolls at the end of 2020.
• Many people who had never before needed the benefits system found
themselves experiencing its challenges first hand for the first time.
• Food bank usage rocketed: The Trussell Trust forecast a 61% increase in food
parcels given out in Oct–Dec. During the earlier stages of the pandemic,
around half the people using food banks had never needed one before. And
in December 2020, Unicef planned the charity’s first ever emergency
response within the UK, delivering food parcels for families in Southwark.
• People of black, Asian and minority ethnic origin (BAME) people have been
disproportionately affected (suffering a “triple whammy of threats”), thought
to be due primarily to pre-existing health conditions and environmental and
socio-economic factors.

2.4 m children (17%) living
in food insecure
households
(Food Foundation, May 2020)

And existing social problems were exacerbated
• There was a surge in domestic violence: hotels opened their doors to those
fleeing from violence and the Government ran a campaign highlighting how
to seek help on social media.

• Homelessness was, for a time, effectively banished overnight, with Robert
Jenrick claiming 90% of rough sleepers had been moved into safe
accommodation. Yet, the Everyone In initiative was only temporary and now
thousands of people find themselves ‘back on the streets’ or weighing up
the risks of going to communal night shelters.
• More families became ‘trapped’ in temporary accommodation, with over a
quarter of a million people (half of them children) stuck without a
permanent home.
• Regressing to 2010 levels, life expectancy has been cut by a year in England
and Wales, with the poorest areas the hardest hit.

1 call relating to domestic
violence was made to police
every 30 seconds during the
first seven weeks of
lockdown

Could greater awareness lead to long-term change?
Marcus Rashford’s extraordinary campaign harnessed his passion,
resilience, and belief, and showed the power of listening,
collaborating, and influencing – leading to a Government U-turn and
the galvanisation of hundreds of businesses, stepping in to provide
meals for vulnerable children when the state had failed to provide.
While the devastating number of those needing help is no cause for
celebration, the awareness around food poverty has never been
higher and the ‘kindness of strangers’ has been harnessed.
Data from the Food Foundation revealed that 1.4 million
children (18% of 8-17 year olds) reported experiences of food
insecurity over the summer holidays.

By October 2020, an extra 900,000 children had registered for
free school meals.

04) What’s Next?

Will we ‘build back better’?

• The World Economic Forum has warned there
can be ‘no return to normal’.
• A new ‘build back better’ campaign urges
society not to go back to normal.

“

We need to turn the
recovery into a real
opportunity to do things
right for the future.
United Nations
Secretary-General

“

There will be no jobs or
prosperity on a dead
planet.
Alan Jope, Unilever

A nature-led Coronavirus
recovery could create

$10tn a year

- World Economic Forum

“

• UN urges societies to build back better.

Nature is the foundation
of economic growth. As
the world seeks to build
back better, following the
devastating impacts of
COVID-19 there are no
individual solutions to the
challenges that lie ahead,
only global ones.
Inger Andersen, UN

“

• A YouGov survey finds only 9% of people want
Britain to return ‘to normal’ once the crisis is
over.

“

“

There are growing calls to ‘build back better’, to
take advantage of this pause to organise ourselves
differently and create a more sustainable and
equitable way of life.

Is a green recovery truly in our grasp?

• Mayors across the world are creating new environmental responses to a post-Covid
world, linking economic recovery with the climate crisis and implementing green
schemes e.g. bike lanes, expanded pedestrian networks.
• 200 health associations (representing 40 million professionals) have called for a green
recovery to take into account air pollution and climate change.
• The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) said the Covid-19 pandemic could become “a
historic turning point in tackling the global climate crisis”.
• The world’s publicly financed development banks are calling for a green recovery and
CBI Director Carolyn Fairburn is urging Government to create more green jobs.
• Early signs are not promising according to a report published by the University of Oxford
and the UN Environment Programme, finding less than a fifth of the money spent by
major economies on long-term Covid recover plans are ‘green’.

“

Our immediate
priority is to protect
the health of our
residents and
overcome the Covid19 pandemic.
However, we must
also look towards how
we will keep our
people safe in the
future. How we
structure our recovery
efforts will define our
cities for decades to
come.

“

Many are calling for a Covid-19 recovery plan to take a green, regenerative approach,
capitalising on this unique opportunity to reset our ways of living and set a better climate
trajectory. But a strong decarbonisation strategy will have to be ruthlessly pursued.

Mayor of Milan

Systemic change is at the heart of our recovery
• Systemic action will be required if we want a greener world: individual
changes will not be enough.
• Amsterdam is embracing Kate Raworth’s ‘doughnut model’ to try to mend
the economy after coronavirus.
• Humanity is finished if it fails to adapt after Covid-19 says Jane Goodall,
issuing a stark food systems warning, blaming the emergence of Covid-19
on the over-exploitation of the natural world.
• Pandemics occur because of our destruction of nature according to
leaders at the UN, WHO and WWF International, who are all calling for a
green recovery.
• Speaking to the World Economic Forum, Prince Charles said that the
pandemic was a chance to reset the global economy, unveiling a 5-point
plan to rebuild economies.
• The Committee on Climate Change claims this is a ‘once-in-a-lifetime’
opportunity to tackle climate change and push for a green recovery.

What does it mean for responsible business?
• If 2019 was the year that climate change finally burst into mainstream collective consciousness, set alight by
Greta Thunberg’s exceptional activism, in 2020 the ‘S’ in ESG (Environmental, Social, and Corporate
Governance) came back into sharp focus.
• There was intense scrutiny from media and the general public about how companies responded to the crisis –
with a particular interest around how they treated employees and served communities (take a look at our
recent report on companies’ response to coronavirus for more in-depth analysis).
• ESG funds outperformed normal funds during the crisis, proving that responsible business and corporate
governance prove solid business strategies when tested by severe global challenges.
• Environmental organisation Hubbub UK brought together 60 businesses to discuss the critical components of
a post-Covid, purpose-driven company, with a consensus that resilience and the need to put the wellbeing of
employees, people and communities at the centre of corporate strategies were the stand out components.
• Sustainability agency Simply Sustainable talked to their clients and discovered that companies were weighing
up the balance between sustainability need and investment; that the pandemic has supercharged the social
side of responsible business; that things won’t go back to the way they were before; and that the crisis had
been a true test of values and purposeful leadership.

05) Resources & Quotes

Additional resources
Forum for the Future – The Future of Sustainability
‘The 2020s could see us transition into a world of ever more destabilising shocks, or towards a
reconfiguration of the systems we rely on based on goals of equity, sustainability and resilience.’
WWF – Covid19: Urgent call to protect people and nature
‘Governments, businesses and financial institutions need to take fundamental, systemic action to reverse
the loss of nature, and put nature on a path to recovery to create a nature positive world by 2030.’

World Economic Forum – The Future of Nature and Business
‘COVID-19 is a stark reminder of how ignoring biophysical risks can have catastrophic health and
economic impacts at the global scale.’
Workplace insight - Businesses prioritise environmental impact in post-Covid-19 strategies
‘Three-quarters (75 percent) of business decision makers say their organisation’s environmental and
social impact has become more important due to COVID-19

“If we don’t
do things
differently,
then we’re
finished. We
can’t go on
very much
longer like
this.”

DAME JANE
GOODALL,
NATURALIST

“The way nation states govern, coordinate responses, and spend; the relationship between
business, government and civil society; the relationship between globalisation and localism;
the dominance of competition over cooperation; how and why we work and consume; our
attitudes about what we value in society and how we relate to one another; what we need
to let go of, and what new possibilities might open up. All these things are being challenged
and disrupted...The reality is that our very way of life is likely to be profoundly changed for
ever. This is an opportunity to shape the future, not just respond to it.”
DAME POLLY CURTICE, DIRECTOR
THE CAMBRIDGE INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP

Michael McCarthy

“So you can see the coronavirus spring, with its spectacular pause in human activity and its
simultaneous flourishing of nature, as a great global reminder that we have nearly reached
the point of no return in our destruction of the natural world…We are at a parting of the ways:
one way, to continue as before; the other, to rebuild economies shattered by the pandemic
differently, in a green way..”
MICHAEL MCCARTHY, ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALIST AND WRITER

“We have a unique but rapidly
shrinking window of opportunity
to learn lessons and reset
ourselves on a more sustainable
path.”
PRINCE CHARLES

“This crisis has reminded us that human and planetary well-being are intertwined.
Nature must be at the heart of all our efforts and economic incentives aligned to
promote the protection of biodiversity and integrate nature recovery goals into our
business and financial decisions.”
CARLOS ALVARADO QUESADA, PRESIDENT OF COSTA RICA

“In times of crisis, the natural world is a
source of both joy and solace. The natural
world produces the comfort that can come
from nothing else. And we are part of the
natural world. If we damage the natural
world, we damage ourselves.”
SIR DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

